TAMA Executive Committee Telemeeeting  
5/17/2017, 9:00 pm to 10:00 pm

Attendees:  
Venky Gadde, Harsha Yerneni, Rajesh Tadikamalla, Murali Boddu, Aditya Gali, 
Bharath Maddineni, Innaiah Yenumala, Priya Balusu

Non-Attendees with-out Notification:  
Ram Bandreddi, Manoj Tatikonda

Non-Attendees with Notification:  
Hemanth Penmetsa

Agenda:
- Table Tennis Tournament Financials/Write-up/Photos - Ram/Aditya
- Immigration Seminar
- Telugu Maatlaata - Rajesh
- Photos/Video/Website/FB Updates - Venky/Bharath/Priya
- Mahila Sambaralu - Priya
- Deepaavalai School Booking - Innaiah
- Life Member Benefits Vendor Certificate - Murali
- Why to become TAMA Member write up - Ram
- Update on Ram Bandreddi’s $7000 Ugadi Expenses
- Ugadi Financials - Ram

Meeting Minutes Summary:
- Harsha thanked whoever helped for table tennis tournament. Ram shall provide registrations money details and Aditya shall provide post-event updates.
- Everyone should attend and invite their friends who are on visa, to immigration seminar.
- Telugu Maatlaata has very few registrations and Rajesh will work with Manabadi kids and previous years participants to register this year. Also, get the sponsorship check from IDRIL Services.
- Priya will update Ugadi video descriptions in youtube, Venky shall upload them to Facebook, and Bharath shall update them on website.
- Bharath needs to update website with all the past event writeups/photos/videos/meeting-minutes etc.
- Priya will coordinate on Mahila Sambaralu event dates - planning one day for sports and one day for cultural.
• Innaiah will look for schools availability this week and update the team during next Wednesday call.
• Murali will work with designer and get the vendor rewards recognition certificate.
• As agreed, Ram shall provide write up on 'why to become TAMA member' to Board.
• Ram shall provide receipts for $7000 Ugadi expenses breakdown, registration tickets income, expected vs actual itemized costs etc., and close the financials/balance-sheet ASAP. Harsha said that he is waiting on Ram, and keep working on the same. Venky/Rajesh/Bharath/Murali shared their opinion and gave suggestions on closing this item ASAP.

Meeting minutes by - Venky Gadde, General Secretary